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Abstract: As the notion of literacy has moved to literacies—social practices that include 

multiple modes of meaning (NCTE, 2018)—the classroom environment is now filled 

with visual, electronic, and other types of texts that call on multiple skills from students 

to make meaning (Walsh, 2009). This article explores the role of transmediation in the 

inquiry process in a K-8 university literacy methods course to help expand preservice 

teachers’ understandings of literacy and literacy pedagogy. Preservice teachers created 

transmediation products to share the findings of their inquiry research, and these 

products are analyzed using van Leeuwen’s (2011) communicative potential and 

effectiveness elements, which included looking at the composition, color, and 

typography. Findings indicate that although preservice teachers struggled with 

understanding transmediation and whether or not they were successful in creating 

transmediation products, they found the transmediation process beneficial to increasing 

their knowledge about their inquiry topics, viewed transmediation as helping expand 

their understandings of literacy, and saw transmediation as a potential tool to use in 

their future classrooms.   
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Transmediation in the Inquiry Process: Expanding Meaning-Making 

Opportunities 

As the notion of literacy has moved to literacies—social practices that include 

multiple modes of meaning (NCTE, 2018)—the classroom environment is now filled 

with visual, electronic, and other types of texts that call on multiple skills from students 

to make meaning (Walsh, 2009). One of my main goals as a teacher educator, therefore, 

is to spend time expanding my preservice teachers’ notions of literacy in order to help 

them better serve their future students. Like many teacher education classes, this 

includes integrating technology into my teaching and coursework, knowledge-mapping 

their thinking about literacy over the course of the semester, and having preservice 

teachers write reflections about their experiences in seeing literacy differently than just 

print-based modes. However, I also seek to push my preservice teachers out of their 

comfort zone to experiment with new ideas and new thinking when it comes to literacy, 

more so than having them create a video in place of a written assignment - although that 

is also valuable!  

Every semester my K-8 introductory literacy methods course, consisting 

primarily of sophomores, engages in an inquiry project. While inquiry learning has been 

present since Dewey (Barrow, 2006), I am always surprised at how many of my 

preservice teachers never experienced an inquiry project in their K-12 formal schooling 

whereby they were able to research and present on a topic of choice. In addition to 

teaching my preservice teachers about the steps of the inquiry process, they research 

and present on topics we do not always have time to cover in-depth in class. Topics 

usually range from different handwriting programs, to specific disabilities such as 

dysgraphia, to broader ideas like integrating more formal public speaking in the 

classroom. The preservice teachers present in small groups to their peers and include 

some teaching takeaways for future classroom teaching.  

I am usually purposefully vague when they ask about what their presentations 

should look like (i.e. PowerPoint, a poster board, etc.) because I want them to decide the  
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best way to present their research to their classmates by considering the limitations and 

affordances of each mode. In one recent semester, I introduced the concept of 

transmediation, moving from one sign system to another sign system, and made it a 

requirement that my preservice teachers take their text-based readings and notes on 

their topic and transmediate the information into some sort of visual. The goal of this 

requirement was two-fold: to help my preservice teachers think about their inquiry 

topics in a different way and to help expand their understanding of literacy and literacy 

pedagogy.  

Transmediation 

Transmediation draws from semiotics and the idea of taking understandings 

from one sign system and moving it to another system (Siegel, 1995) and the 

connections and meaning that are made in this transaction. Various scholars have 

viewed this process in different ways regarding literacy. Carey (2012) views 

transmediation as enabling a more critical interpretation of a text through close reading 

and thoughtful interpretation. Griffith (2019) agrees in terms of transmediation helping 

students understand relationships between complementary sign systems such as the 

written text and the visual. The visual sign system, in particular, can improve learning 

outcomes by creating different opportunities for students to display their learning 

(Cappello, 2019).  

Most importantly, transmediation reflects the broader need to move classrooms 

and literacy teaching and learning into the 21st century. This includes moving beyond 

traditional print-based literary practices (Cappello, 2019) as well as helping students 

make sense of the multimedia world through creating, composing, and communicating 

in a variety of sign systems (Carey, 2012). Literacy, then, is viewed as meaning-making 

in both text-based forms and image-based forms to form more complex literacy 

practices (Leland, Ociepka & Wackerly, 2015). These new understandings of literacy are 

especially important for preservice teachers, and Marlatt (2019) argues transmediation 

creates a participatory culture, where preservice teachers are able to create content,  
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apply learned skills in practice, and construct reflections on their developing 

understandings of pedagogy and literacy. Marlatt, in particular, found in his research 

study on preservice teachers creating literacy-based videos the importance of critical 

consideration of purpose and learning design. This is similar to Capello’s (2019) 

findings that multimodal projects contribute to preservice teachers’ understandings of 

transmediation as both a pedagogical and curriculum expression tool.  

The inquiry process, in particular, connects to both developing more complex 

notions of literacy and transmediation. Batchelor (2015) argues that the inquiry process 

in itself is a semiotic act when it is connected to examining questions that are connected 

to students’ lives. In particular, transmediation is deeply connected to the inquiry 

process when looking at self-driven learning through multiple ways of knowing and 

sharing information. Using transmediation in the inquiry process may provide 

opportunities for preservice teachers to understand how to better position themselves 

during semiotic acts of transmediating.  

Methodology 

 Transmediation was a completely new idea for my preservice teachers. Therefore, 

the research questions for this study included:  

• How do preservice teachers view transmediation and the transmediation 

process?  

• How does using transmediation in the inquiry process influence preservice 

teachers’ understandings of literacy and literacy pedagogy? 

Participants included 50 preservice education students in a K-8 literacy methods course 

at a Midwest regional state university. This course was an introductory literacy course 

that covers topics such as phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, 

vocabulary, reading and writing in the classroom, English Speakers of Other Languages 

(ESOL), and the relevant pedagogical practices associated with these topics.  

In addition to leading my students through the inquiry process by brainstorming  
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possible research topic ideas, helping them locate relevant information, providing 

graphic organizers to capture information and ideas, and meeting one-on-one with 

students to discuss presentation ideas, I also spent time defining and describing 

transmediation along with providing an example of a transmediation product. Figures 

1a and 1b show two PowerPoint slides, one with written information, and another with a 

visual transmediation product of the information. In a think-aloud in one class session, I 

described how I took the written information and made specific choices to create my 

visual product. In the same session, we also had a brief class discussion on how the 

visual transmediation product contributed to meaning-making and a more thorough 

understanding of the written information. The class discussion centered around visual 

products they encounter in everyday life (emojis, gifs in text messages, and memes) and 

how those are similar to transmediation products they were expected to do in their 

inquiry projects.  

The goal was to model to my students how the transmediation process works 

while also helping them think about their own possible transmediation products.  

 

Figure 1a       Figure 1b 

 

Over the course of several class periods (about three weeks) I gave my students time for 

research; time to work in class where I would check-in with them concerning their 

topics, what they had found, and what their plans were for their presentations and their  
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transmediation products; and gave opportunities for students to ask each other and 

myself questions about the inquiry and transmediation process.  

Data included student reflections, inquiry presentations, transmediation 

products, and interviews with two focus groups totaling 16 students. Students were 

chosen for the focus groups based on the differences in their topics and products—I 

tried to capture a variety of literacy topics as well as transmediation products. The focus 

group interviews occurred after students presented their inquiry projects, and questions 

focused on their understanding of transmediation, how and why they created their 

transmediation products, and how the inquiry process and transmediation had 

impacted their understanding of literacy (see appendix A for interview questions).  

All of these elements served as multiple data points for analysis. Data from 

student reflections and the focus group interviews was reduced into manageable and 

meaningful segments by initially focusing on the deductive codes of inquiry, 

transmediation, and literacy (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014). From there, inductive 

codes were generated from the data and included codes such as choice, learning, 

creativity, engagement, and differentiation.  

Additionally, the preservice teachers’ transmediation products were analyzed 

using van Leeuwen’s (2011) communicative potential and effectiveness elements, which 

included looking at the composition, color, and typography elements of the products. 

Examples of preservice teacher products are below in Figures 2-6.  

Findings 

Transmediation Process 

After they finished the inquiry process and presentations, the preservice teachers 

indicated they enjoyed the inquiry process but were less enthusiastic about 

transmediation, since many indicated they were not sure if they were “doing it right.” 

Although they were not necessarily able to repeat back to me the formal definition of 

transmediation, they were able to understand the goal of transmediation, with one  
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preservice teacher describing it as “showing material and information in multiple ways.” 

They could also identify some positives in transmediating information since they argued 

transmediation “helped us find different forms of media to use and dig deeper to find 

important information.” For the most part, though, they struggled with the process. One 

preservice teacher indicated that she was “kind of confused about how we were 

supposed to represent our topic if there weren’t any supplemented images in the text,” 

while another preservice teacher discussed how she “struggled with figuring out 

transmediation and how to incorporate the graphics into my presentation. I am still not 

quite sure if I actually had transmediation in my project or not.”     

With that said, the preservice teachers did indicate that many of the visuals they 

created helped their classmates understand and learn their topics better. For instance, 

one preservice teacher said, “the drawn visuals helped my audience understand my topic 

the best and learned the most important pieces of cursive writing because there were 

less words and more visuals,” while another said, “I was able to present it really well and 

just show the visuals, so [my classmates] were able to grasp the ideas quicker because 

they just looked at simple words and the visual as opposed to long paragraphs that take 

a long time to process.” Most importantly, though, the transmediation process helped 

the preservice teachers understand their own topics much better. One preservice teacher 

indicated, ”I think the transmediation process that I used helped me to better 

understand the findings. This made it easier for me to present the information to my 

audience, and the audience could tell that I was knowledgeable about my topic.” 

Similarly, another preservice teacher felt very confident in their topic since creating the 

visuals, “helped me actually understand better what I read and showed that I really 

understood the information.”   

Transmediation Products 

Van Leeuwen (2011) outlines several different elements to communicative 

potential and effectiveness: composition, color, and typography. Composition refers to 

page layouts and the spatial zones of pictures and texts. For instance, there may be some  
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polarization between information that is on the left and right. The information on the 

left is often referred to as the given, or what we already know, while the information on 

the right is the new or the information the message is trying to get across. For example, 

in Figure 2, the preservice teacher presented the given on the left, which is the word 

“listen,” of which most people have a basic understanding. Contrast this with the 

information on the right, the new, where the preservice teacher presented new 

information on the topic of “listening.”  

 

Figure 2 

Composition also includes centering that does not have polarization but rather a central  
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message that unifies the information surrounding it. Figure 3 shows this center 

composition where fluency is the focus of the product with the surrounding information 

(phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, and comprehension plus the teaching 

strategies of reader’s theater, interactive read aloud, running records, and retelling) all 

supporting the central topic of fluency.  

 

     Figure 3 

These different composition styles add to the communicative effectiveness of the 

transmediation products and contribute to deeper meaning-making.  

Van Leeuwen (2011) argues that while you can find color codes through a quick 

Internet search to locate information such as warm and cool colors, these codes are not 

necessarily definite. However, colors do convey ideas and emotions and help link 

information in a composition in a meaningful way. For instance, in looking at the  
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communicative effectiveness of the colors in Figure 4, the preservice teacher used 

specific colors to represent the different people in the classroom - the students and the 

teacher—and how they can be configured in different classroom settings. The preservice 

teacher was attempting to show the many ways English Language teachers can arrange 

their classrooms to provide push-in and pull-out supports for English Language 

Learners. 

 

      Figure 4 

 For instance, you can see the red footprints moving from one classroom to another to 

show pull-out supports. The preservice teacher noted that she did this specifically to 

create a visual “showing the different ways students can be serviced, many of which I 

learned in my research occurred in the classroom in different ways.”  
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Figure 5 represents a transmediation product on the topic of dyslexia. The 

preservice decided to represent dyslexia as an iceberg to show the complexity of dyslexia 

and how oftentimes teachers do not see the whole picture. The preservice teacher chose 

the color yellow to represent the “detector” used to locate the iceberg and colored the 

detector information yellow (“teacher and strategies used to help dyslexia students 

process and learn new info”) to help draw attention to the detection information.  

 

     Figure 5 
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The use of color in Figures 4 and 5 represents a purposeful action by the 

preservice teachers to provide an extra layer of meaning to the products they created 

and the information they presented.  

Finally, van Leeuwen (2011) discusses how different typography, or fonts, convey 

different messages including how the fonts can indicate a specific connotation or 

metaphor. For instance, in Figure 6, the word ‘benefits’ is all capitalized and bolded and 

therefore has added weight on the product, which van Leeuwen discusses can mean 

“assertive”, or in this case, “important.” Similarly, even though the different words in 

Figure 6 might be the same font, all are different colors, deliberately chosen by the 

preservice teacher to draw attention to the different components of the brain cursive 

writing uses along with the different benefits.  

 

      Figure 6 
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Another example of typography that adds meaning to the message is in Figure 2 

where the preservice teacher added pictures and symbols to draw attention to the 

important information about “listening.” Whether it be composition, color, or 

typography, the transmediation products the preservice teachers created not only 

indicates their enhanced knowledge of their inquiry topic, but also shows their specific 

choices to best convey this information to their classmates.  

 Ideally, all of my 50 students’ transmediation products would have incorporated 

such strong communicative potential and effectiveness, but the majority of my students’ 

products resembled in some shape or form figure 7 below.  

 

Figure 7 
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While there was some thought in terms of color choices (blue to represent the 

study population, purple for the methodology, red to represent the results section), as 

well as typography (the word cursive is in a cursive font), and potentially composition 

(some directional arrows to lead the reader in reading the page), the actual product is all 

text-based. There are no images to represent information and there was no attempt to 

take any of these text-based research notes and transmediate them into a visual product. 

I do, though, appreciate how this product highlights the most important pieces of 

information from research.  

Transmediation and Literacy  

Despite their unsureness about whether or not they “were doing transmediation 

right,” the preservice teachers found the process rewarding and began to think about 

literacy and literacy pedagogy differently. One preservice teacher mentioned, “there are 

a lot more ways to teach literacy and check comprehension in literacy, and I think 

transmediation is another way to do it that we’ve learned.” Another preservice teacher 

discussed that showing “there are other ways to teach literacy than just reading, writing, 

and speaking,” would be important for different groups of students such as English 

Language Learners and Special education students who may struggle with traditional 

reading and writing. This was also true for using transmediation as a way to assess 

student knowledge “besides just answering the question and filling in the bubble.” 

 Most importantly, the preservice teachers saw the value of transmediation in 

terms of literacy pedagogy. A preservice teacher “learned the importance of giving 

students multiple representations of information. Similar to differentiation, it is 

important to present information through more than just one media to reach students in 

a variety of ways.” The preservice teachers also noted how transmediation can 

contribute to motivation as “teachers can use transmediation to increase student 

motivation since there are so many ways to use it instead of the predictable lessons that 

students might expect.” Finally, the preservice teachers recognized how having their 

future students create the visual representations of information can aid in  
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comprehension. For example, one preservice teacher argued “if we talked about 

something or learned something, then you can have the students try to represent it 

visually someway to see if they have a true understanding of it.” While these ideas 

connecting transmediation to literacy and literacy pedagogy may be at the developing 

level, the preservice teachers did find transmediation as a valuable tool to use in their 

future classrooms.  

Discussion  

McCormick (2011) argues that transmediation forces learners to grasp and form 

an organizational structure of ideas and concepts in order to be able to successfully 

create a transmediation product that captures the essence of the original concept. Mills 

(2011) agrees transmediation can be transformational concerning student 

understanding and that it forces students to be very generative in their thinking while 

they are transmediating materials. Many of my preservice teachers noted that they made 

specific choices when creating their transmediation topics. For example, two preservice 

teachers discuss this idea when describing how they created their transmediation 

product: 

We did the importance of public speaking, so we made a big umbrella that said, 

‘public speaking’ and then a whole bunch of different raindrops that had different 

aspects of public speaking. We made that visual because we were trying to 

represent that public speaking as a whole is not like a step-by-step procedure, but 

rather you need all the raindrops falling together at the same time since they are 

all together tied up in public speaking.  

As mentioned in the analysis of the products and the quote above, through acts of 

transmediation my preservice teachers were better able to articulate and communicate 

their understanding of the information and to help their classmates have a stronger 

grasp of their topics. Transmediation, therefore, may be used to help foster stronger 

comprehension of key concepts and support more complex thinking processes.  
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With that said, my preservice teachers could have used some more guidance from 

me when creating their transmediation products. While I did spend one class session 

using a think-aloud to model my choices when creating my own transmediation product 

along with a class discussion about its effectiveness, my interactions with individual 

preservice teachers were more about asking if they had an idea for their product or 

brainstorming ideas than offering strong support. What my preservice teachers created 

amazed me in numerous ways, but in hindsight, I now recognize that I should have 

spent time teaching them the communicative effectiveness elements that van Leeuwen 

(2011) mentions. In doing this, my goal would not be to create graphic designers, but 

rather show how texts and images work together and how the different communicative 

potentials that exist in different combinations can aid in teaching and learning. A simple 

overview of composition, color, and typography might have gone a long way to not only 

help my students be more thoughtful and confident when creating their products, but 

also give them some language on how to talk about the role of visuals in meaning-

making with their future students.   

Similarly, K-12 teachers across all content areas can incorporate both the creation 

and analysis of transmediation products in their everyday classrooms. For example, 

science teachers could have students represent the work and function of the different 

parts of cells in visual products or have them create a visual hypothesis for what might 

happen in a lab or experiment. Primary grade teachers can have students create visual 

sequence panels (Griffith, 2019) to interpret a book or textbook’s major events, 

characters, the problem/solution, and so forth. Teachers could also have younger 

primary students analyze the composition and colors of pictures in picture books or 

textbooks (Serafini, 2014) to potentially discuss an author’s point of view, better 

understand the theme or main message, and so forth. Social studies teachers could have 

students create visual timelines of major events in history or find and/or create memes 

that represent major historical figures. Math teachers could have students transmediate 

word problems into visual problems to provide another way to solve math equations. I 

firmly believe the possibilities are endless!  
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Accessing and understanding these multiple modes of meaning is the goal of any 

literacy teacher, whether they be a literacy professor or a K-12 teacher. Transmediation 

can aid in this different way of meaning-making (Carey, 2012) and this different way of 

expression (Cappello, 2019) as the multimodal opportunities inherent in transmediation 

allow for knowledge and understanding to be shared that might not have otherwise been 

possible (Marlatt, 2019). New knowledge and understanding are indeed crucial, but so is 

the element of showing preservice teachers, and subsequently their future students, the 

importance of moving beyond just the written text (McCormick, 2011).  
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 

 

• How would you describe transmediation in your own words?  

• What did you learn about transmediation?  

• What choices did you make in your presentation to create your transmediation 
aspect? 

• Why did you make the choices that you did?    

• How did the transmediation process (switching modes) impact your 
understanding of the topic you presented for your inquiry project?  

• How might you use transmediation in your future classroom? 

• How have your views on literacy changed after experiencing the inquiry process 
and transmediation?   
 


